
Penguin, pterodactyl, seal, ship.

A signal is a kind of sign. In the imaginary city of Tamara, 
sign-boards jut out from the walls. As described by  
Marco Polo to the Emperor Kublai Khan, each wooden 
sign is hand-painted with images that mean other things: 
pincers announce the house of the man who pulls out teeth, 
a picture of a tankard hangs outside the tavern, scales mark 
the grocer’s.2 Other signals indicate what is allowed, such as 
watering zebras, playing bowls or the burning of corpses.  
In this case an image, sign or thing is a sign of another thing. 
Each of Hickman’s shapes bear the images of something 
else. An aeroplane is patterned with tentacles from a 
colossal squid. A seahorse is covered in German embroidery. 
An image is the sign of another image. From a distance, 
Hickman’s jumbled shapes are impossible to read, like 
scribbly dark outlines. Closer up they are a cacophony  
of colours, patterns and designs yet they are also see-
through, you can see the sea or the city behind them.  
They are entangled and intertwined like a thicket of thorny 
vines or the criss-crossing branches of a forest.
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The Wellington Sculpture Trust  

The Wellington Sculpture Trust was established in 1983  
to enrich Wellington through sculpture and public art.  
The Trust commissions quality, contemporary public 
sculptures, supports the creative arts in New Zealand and 
gives artists the opportunity to make large scale public 
works. It makes contemporary sculptures accessible to as 
large an audience as possible, to increase knowledge of 
New Zealand contemporary artists working in this art form. 

To this end the Trust has commissioned 28 permanent 
sculptures around the City and the Botanic Gardens over 
the past 37 years. 

The Trust is an independent voluntary organisation, with  
an established expertise in commissioning public art.  
It works in partnership with the Wellington City Council 
and other parties and raises funds from trusts, Wellington 
businesses, and individuals through donations and 
sponsorship arrangements. 

Wellington Sculpture Trust Trustees:  
Sue Elliott (Chair), Ray Ahipene-Mercer, Nick Barratt-Boyes,  
Jane Black, Ruth Harley, Helen Kedgley, Julian Ludbrook, 
Neil Plimmer, Ross Steele.

For more information contact us at:  
wellingtonsculpture@xtra.co.nz  
04 499 6644 
PO Box 195, Wellington 6140 

sculpture.org.nz

The 4 Plinths Sculpture Award 

The Wellington Sculpture Trust, with the 4 Plinths Award, 
has made a departure from permanent to temporary public 
art, and showcases New Zealand sculptural practice with 
biennial sculpture installations. The aim of the project is to 
foster art, artists and audience interactions, and to provide 
an opportunity for established and emerging artists to work 
in the area of large-scale public sculpture. 

The Trust acknowledges with warm appreciation its major 
sponsors, Wellington City Council and the Public Art Fund, 
as well as the support of the Museum of New Zealand  
Te Papa Tongarewa and Seresin Wines. 

The Artist: Yolunda Hickman 

Yolunda Hickman comes from a painting background and 
her work takes an interest in the contemporary nature of 
images—how we’re surrounded by them and how we try 
to deduce meaning. Yolunda has exhibited extensively 
throughout New Zealand, is a Doctoral candidate at  
The University of Auckland and a lecturer at Whitecliffe. 

The Work: Signal Forest 

Signal Forest is a thicket of entangled images on each 
plinth. Based on stencil motifs, the simplified shapes depict 
a range of animals, plants, transportation, technology, and 
cultural items. These shapes are then applied with a pattern 
or image drawn from the collection and archives of Te Papa 
Tongarewa, further entangling forms and the boundaries of 
classification and meaning.
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Signal Forest:  
Yolunda Hickman’s 4 Plinths

Dolphin, aeroplane, dress.

In 1993 Microsoft launched “Encarta,” a digital multimedia 
encyclopedia. I think I first encountered it around 1996.  
It had to be loaded up from a whirring CD-Rom.1 When the 
icon was clicked it had the most amazing audio introduction, 
there were sounds like the fairy-godmother’s wand, African 
choirs, jazzy trumpets and famous American orators. It felt 
like the world was unravelling before my eyes. Previously I 
had used hallowed sets of Encyclopædia Britannica or else 
the Bateman New Zealand Encyclopædia for researching 
school projects. Encarta meant that I could find information 
on a computer. There were articles on any topic I could think 
of as well as images and other media; maps, audio-tracks, 
animations and short videos. My brothers and I would  
scroll through it for hours with glee. There was even a sort-of 
fun trivia game called MindMaze. Encarta was discontinued 
in 2009, it was no match for the power of Wikipedia or 
Google image searches, though the online dictionary held 
on until 2011.

Crescent-moon, camel, satellite, bird.

Yolunda Hickman’s colourful sculptures remind me of 
such things. Stencilled shapes, ruling margins, homework 
projects, protractors and lettering books. Carefully-drawn 
headings in bubble-letters on posters. Pencil then pen, 
coloured pencils and felts. Tiled and tessellated desktops 
for early versions of Windows. A kind of innocent and 
earnest search for knowledge. Thanks to the internet I 
can now search the museum collection of Te Papa online 
whenever I please. Mostly I use it to search for images of 
artworks but often I get distracted by sepia-toned colonial 
photographs, weathered old flags, taonga in pounamu, art 
deco fabrics or pressed and flattened botanical specimens. 
The colourful vinyl on Hickman’s plywood forms has been 
covered with images taken from Te Papa’s collection. A 
rainbow-iridescent beetle shell, kaleidoscopic tivaevae, 
1950s kitchen wallpaper, the speckly surface of an Auckland 
Island Snipe egg.

Pony, helicopter, tulip, truck.

A forest thick with images, so intricately entangled that it 
is difficult to see. It seems as though such a forest should 
be humming with vibrations, whispers and barely audible 
sounds. Quite a contrast to the fairy-tale forest of Sleeping 
Beauty. Science-fiction novelist Ursula Le Guin remembered 
a pop-up version of the book in which a thorny paper 
rose hedge leapt up around the little paper castle.3 Of 
course this rose hedge is actually the gardens of the castle 
which have grown wild with no one to tend them. All the 
gardeners, servants, cooks and courtiers sleep in sympathy 
with the enchanted princess. This “birdsong wilderness” 
of unkempt vegetation grows and grows, even the cats 
and mice sleep while birds fly over the forest singing and 
passing on. Yet there is something about the density of this 
tangled, thorny, over-grown, hedge-like forest that reminds 
me of Hickman’s sculptures. They also contain multitudes 
within them. Captured, suspended or almost frozen upon 
them are a whole host of stories, species and artefacts. 
Each has been reduced to a skin; on slender frames they are 
so narrow that one can only catch a colourful hint of them.

Butterfly, panther, giraffe, daffodil, dog.

These playful forms inter-lock higgledy-piggledy like a 
barrel of plastic toy monkeys. Their cookie-cutter forms 
are simultaneously full and hollow. There is too much 
information, it is difficult to make out exactly what all the 
different shapes are and where exactly all their densely-
patterned surfaces have come from. There is a layering  
and collapse of content that mirrors the sheer glut of 
images in the world around us. How many images have  
you seen today? The background on your phone, the 
painting on the wall, the puzzle on a cereal box, the cow  
on the milk bottle. The smile on a billboard, the super- 
hero on the back of a bus, the poster on a noticeboard,  
your own face on an ID card.

Flask, fish, parasaurolophus, scallop-shell.

Hickman’s sculptures belong to a time when it is possible  
to put any image on almost anything. A fern on an 
aeroplane, a car that looks like a block of cheese, a cell 
phone that resembles a carton of French-fries. Deep-fake 
technology means that videos can be created with the 
face of one person superimposed upon another that is 
almost seamless. Perhaps this is one reason why there is 
still something suspicious about images, just as French 
theorist Roland Barthes indicated in the 1970s. Some 
people are very cruel about Barthes, considering his ideas 
old-fashioned. How can anyone trust someone who spent 
his whole life studying signs and then ended up being run 
over by a laundry van? I still think he was onto something, 
pondering the meaning of lurid crayfish and preserved 
cherries in magazine recipes, the glazed surface of a chicken, 
the sheen of ices and jellies. Barthes, like Hickman was 
interested in the many messages each image can contain, 
some literal and some symbolic. These four sculptures on 
their plinths are one response to the contemporary clash, 
instability and surfeit of images we face every day, whether 
in our immediate surroundings, the museums we visit, the 
media we read or the devices we carry.

Victoria Wynne-Jones
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The artist thanks the Museum of  
New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa for 
supporting this project by supplying 
images of its collection items.  





Exhibition Title: Passed ,      repeating last : 
 
Exhibition Dates: August 30th - September 18th  
Opening: Wednesday, August 30th 6-9pm 
 
 
Communication is play.  Like playing a fish on a line, we reel it towards us and play it out 
in a tug-o’-war of understanding.  Like a game, we play at communicating, observing 
rules and noticing when the rules are broken.  We play a role when we communicate, 
taking on positions and personas.  As with a machine, communication has a degree of 
play or give or slack in the spaces that mechanisms of understanding move through or 
operate in.  And communication is flickering and fleeting, sometimes entirely 
ungraspable, like the play of light. 
 
Ruby Joy Eade’s work explores connections between empathy and communication, 
inter-personal relationships, and the vernacular languages of public and private spaces. 
Eade’s work sets up a two-part query: In a time when data and content grows 
exponentially around you, how does one make sense of it all? And where is a place that 
simultaneously offers anonymity alongside the promise of a response in times of 
desperation? When everything seems too much, there is a comfort in the online forums: 
scrolling through the stories like yours as well as posting your own cries for help. Eade 
categorises, organises and distills the chaos of these online worlds. The sculptural text 
works He said she said and Collected works gathers and massages text from Internet 
relationship and advice forums. Intimate stories anonymously shared online are met with 
a calculated system where Eade pulls apart the components of narrative into different 
groupings based on word/phrase type and function. The resulting lists, absurdly long, 
tumble to the floor and collide back together, returning to emotive chaos. 

In Intimacy and the presence tense: iteration 9, through the performance and resulting 
trace objects installed in the gallery Gabrielle Amodeo embodies the role of storyteller. 
Seemingly unrelated objects are woven together through language and anecdotes 
shared by the artist. Intimacy and the presence tense: iteration 9, builds each time the 
work is shared, following in folkloric traditions with each retelling changing the story itself; 
as a reflection of communication as a malleable and imperfect form that can define 
meaning as much as convey meaning. Amodeo acts as travel guide through words and 
experience: she conjugates the verb ‘to love’ to explore the phrase as a collation of 
concepts, translated and explored through essaying, stacked booked spines, shared 
messages, shared experiences and a story of thievery connecting an ink drawing of a 
fish to Hirst’s formaldehyde tank, printed three times, annotated once. Through 
communicative repetition and repositioning, revolving non-lineal narratives address the 
same things said in different ways slightly shifts the meaning of the story each time. 
 



Cutwork is an on-going series of watercolour and gouache paintings by Yolunda 
Hickman. Constructed by layering children’s stencils, the images are obliterated through 
stacking of space and filled with clashing form and colour: dinosaurs disappear into 
Noveau-style roses, Chinoiserie motiffs in teal and red throw out spaceships, blushing 
tie-die designs frame a tiger form. Pattern is used as a compositional device to imply 
continuing forms which are then disrupted by content, in turn upsetting the pictorial 
space.  En masse, Hickman’s paintings push and pull between different states, resisting 
being pinned down: their frieze-like configuration acknowledges the decorative, and they 
are beautiful but also too reckless in their colliding patterns and colours to be simply 
decorative; their pictorial spaces are flattened but somehow three-dimensional; they are 
elegant despite the child-like motifs.  The paintings play form against content to subvert 
semiotic expectations of image construction, and how a viewer discerns meaning in 
images: the signal from the noise.   
 
Passed ,      repeating last : is a group exhibition at Gallery 2 (Five Walls), addressing 
the boundaries of communication.  Ruby Joy Eade, Yolunda Hickman and Gabrielle 
Amodeo have practices rooted in the operations of communication, and each reworks 
found elements—whether they be language or object. Using systems, formulas, tasks 
and performance, the artists revel in the play found in the human necessity to 
communicate with one another. 
 
 
 
Works list 
 
Ruby Joy Eade, Collected Works, (2017), Digital print on copy paper installed,  

1000 x 2200mm. 
 
Gabrielle Amodeo, Intimacy in the present tense, iteration 9, (2017), Found objects 

installed, performance and audio, dimensions variable.  
 
Ruby Joy Eade, He said she said, (2017), Digital print on tracing paper installed.  

210mm x 3000mm. 
 
Yolunda Hickman, Cutwork 1 – 14, (2016-2017), Watercolour and gouache on paper. 

450 x 370 mm each. 

















10 things I like about Terrace Setting by Yolunda Hickman and Amy Unkovich 
 
 
 

1. The RM table-spread of papaya, dried fruits, shrimp chips and buja mix is probably 
the most eclectic catering in the city.  

 
2. Friends making art together eases the usual dissatisfactions of exhibiting. Sure 

there is a bit of cronyism imbedded in this practice, but art is a social game and 
good relationships are the basis of most successful projects.  

 
3. The cover of Art New Zealand featuring Yolunda was possibly the highlight of my 

week. I love the covers of Art New Zealand, and the August-September issue was a 
classic. These en-plain-aire re-enactments of studio photography are reliably 
cringeworthy. They seem to ironically reprise the dignity of a by-gone era of studio 
artists. 

 
4. Samoa House near RM’s entrance is absolutely gorgeous. The Fale hidden at the 

entrance to RM looks like something Buckminster Fuller made while on holiday in 
the pacific.  

 
5. French braces are a secret passion of mine. I made a couple while at Art School 

and threw them out in a fit and have regretted it since. A total sucker for stage-craft, 
and there is nothing like a weak facade.  

 
6. Flourescent vivid is very old school. Yolunda’s patterning remind me of the doodles 

that used to decorate the margins of my school books. It’s a kind of illustrative 
ambling.  

 
7. Picket fences are bead and butter to any Kiwi suburbanite. I’m less invested in the 

Victorian variety though, i prefer the crued checkered arrangements. I wonder if Amy 
would consider site specific commissions? I could do with some custom pastel tone 
fencing, more decorative than defensive.  

 
8. Works on paper seem rarer and rarer these days. I think its pretty classy. Robbie 

Fraser and I were trying to speculate on the GSM of Yolunda’s works. My best 
guess; Munken (cream coat) 250gsm.  

 
9. $2.50 Beers at RM openings is good policy. Puts the breaks on a dominant culture 

of opportunism in the arts. There is no such thing as free catering, someones footing 
the bill.  

 
10. Casting paintings is a really interesting strategy. I’ve always enjoyed Amy’s plaster 

reliefs. The surfaces remind me of Rudolph Gopas’ paintings that are currently 
displayed on the ground floor of Auckland Art Gallery. But unlike Gopas’ celestial 
swirls, Unkovich’s seem pulled straight off the walls of an art-deco villa.   

 
 
 
Emil Dryburgh 



11 March – 10 April 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Window 
Onsite 
Yolunda Hickman 
Legends 
Preview: Wednesday 11 March 
 
 

How does meaning get into the image? Where does it end? And if it ends, what is 
there beyond? 

 
- Roland Barthes ‘Rhetoric of the Image ‘ (1977) 

 
 
Window Onsite is delighted to present Legends, a new body of work by Yolunda Hickman. 
 
Legends is a collage dispersed across the glass surface of the window. Illustrations are taken from a range 
of pictorial maps that have been stripped of landscape features and descriptive labels, then stacked and 
tiled to form a larger pattern. The images previously represented different places, but have now lost their 
informational capacity and float in empty pictorial space. Perhaps when an image loses its original 
communicative context, it might gain a new narrative opportunity. 
 
Hickman reflects: ‘To un-tether symbol and meaning undermines the communicative function they were 
designed to serve.’ 
 
In his 1977 essay ‘Rhetoric of the Image,’ French semiotician Roland Barthes (1915-1980) warned that the 
linguistic nature of the image is somewhat suspicious. Ever the structuralist, Barthes stated his desire to 
submit each image to ‘a spectral analysis of the messages it may contain.’ Importantly the linguistic 
message of an image is two-fold; a literal image is denoted and the symbolic image is connoted. 
 
Hickman’s Legends presents this ‘pictographic’ state of the image, in agreement with Barthes 
demonstrating that all images have multiple modalities of meaning, they are ‘polysemous; they imply, 
underlying their signifiers, a ‘floating chain’ of signifieds, the reader able to choose some and ignore 
others.’ 
 
Legends presents a floating chain of images, creating a series and submitting them to a sort of spectral 
analysis via commercial materials, recalling the didacticism of museum displays yet remaining open and 
ambiguous. 
 
 
- 
 
 
Yolunda Hickman (b. 1988) an Auckland-based artist, graduated with an MFA from Elam School of Fine 
Arts, the University of Auckland in 2012. Hickman’s practice is concerned with the slippage between 
abstraction and meaning through the limitations of communication and representation. A recent body of 
work alters examples of information design, separating the communicative function from visualisations. By 
doing this, Hickman aims to disassociate the sources from their original purpose in order to test the 
possibility of image, composition and form and ascribe new associations via spatial experience. This can 
be seen to consider the nature of communication and when communication collapses into pictorial 
priorities. 
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Window 
Online 
Yolunda Hickman 
Letters 
Preview: Wednesday 11 March 
 
 
Window Onsite is delighted to present Letters, a new body of work by Yolunda Hickman. 
 
 
In Letters, images from children educational posters are removed from their context. Text labels would 
usually sit underneath each different animal, flower or vegetable to teach children the names and spelling 
of things in the world.  
 
Letters is a series of GIF animations that uses these images as a written language replacement strategy. 
Each frame in the animation represents a different letter of the alphabet. Images appear in the frames 
corresponding to the label’s individual letters. By this logic, each image behaves as an alternative language 
symbol beyond pictorial content. 
 
 
 
 
- 
 
 
Yolunda Hickman (b. 1988) an Auckland-based artist, graduated with an MFA from Elam School of Fine 
Arts, the University of Auckland in 2012. Hickman’s practice is concerned with the slippage between 
abstraction and meaning through the limitations of communication and representation. A recent body of 
work alters examples of information design, separating the communicative function from visualisations. By 
doing this, Hickman aims to disassociate the sources from their original purpose in order to test the 
possibility of image, composition and form and ascribe new associations via spatial experience. This can 
be seen to consider the nature of communication and when communication collapses into pictorial 
priorities. 
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